Peter Asaro at MCTS

MCTS, Munich, 23 through 26 April, 2019

Schedule

Tuesday 23 April
- Film Screening “War and Games” and discussion, 19:30-21:30, MCTS room 270

Wednesday 24 April
- Workshop session “War and games” (connected to Tuesday’s film screening), from 14:00, approx. 2 hours, MCTS Room 370
- Interviews, timeslot 17:00–18:00

Thursday 25 April
- Workshop session “Transparency and explainability in AI”, from 10:00, approx. 2 hours, MCTS Room 370
- Public lecture “AI Ethics in Predictive Policing. From Models of Threat to an Ethics of Care”, 17:30–19:00, Vorhölzer Forum, TUM main building, 5th floor, drinks and snacks served after the talk

Friday 26 April
- Workshop session “Ethical issues in predictive policing” (connected to Thursday’s public lecture), from 10:00, approx. 2 hours, MCTS Room 270
- Workshop session “AI governance and law”, from 14:00, approx. 2 hours, MCTS Room 270

Minor scheduling changes reserved

Practicalities

Venue:
Munich Center for Technology in Society (MCTS), Technical University of Munich, Augustenstraße 46 (annex courtyard), public lecture on Thursday in TUM main building, Arcisstraße 21

Public transport options:
For MCTS: Underground line U2, Bus 58, 68, 100 to Königsplatz (MCTS) or Underground line U1, Tram 20, 21, 22 to Stiglmaierplatz (MCTS)
For TUM main building: Bus 58, 68, 100 to Technische Universität or Underground line U2 to Königsplatz or Tram 27, 28 to Pinakotheken

Inquiries: hajo.greif@tum.de